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Introduction

Innovation has evolved into one of the key focus areas for insurers. 
As The Efma-Accenture Innovation in Insurance Awards, we have 
witnessed this journey for six years. Since our inception we have seen 
how insurers have adapted and thrived in the changing marketplace. 
We are proud to reward the ideas and practices shaping the insurance 
industry across the globe, and track the positive impact of these 
innovations on insurers, customers and our environment. 

For the past six years, Efma and Accenture have been working together to collect innovative 
projects, initiatives, and ideas from insurers, bancassurers, and insurtechs on one portal: 
www.innovationininsurance.efma.com. The portal showcases the most recent and relevant 
innovations in the market and is a useful tool for analyzing the ever-changing insurance 
ecosystem, as well as benchmarking your innovation against the competition.

This year, despite the challenging times we find ourselves in, we received an impressive 398 
innovations from 251 institutions in 44 different countries. The awards culminate in an online 
Global Awards Ceremony where the best innovations in each category are recognized and 
rewarded. Winners have the opportunity to share insights on the key success factors in the 
design, development and operational phases of their projects, and there are also pitches, 
Q&As and live voting.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for attending the ceremony and helping 
us celebrate the very best in insurance innovation.
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Judging
& voting
process 
Winners are awarded by their peers, 
with a rigorous, independent process 
ensuring the credibility of the awards.

Nominees 
The Awards Committee—comprising insurance and 
innovation experts—identified nine nominees in each 
category. In addition, 12 applications were  
shortlisted for the special Global Innovator category.

• Originality: The uniqueness of the  
idea in the marketplace and its potential  
as a game-changer.

• Impact: The innovation’s capacity  
to generate a superior, long-term  
competitive edge and a significant  
return on investment.

• Universality: The innovation’s adaptability  
across different markets and countries.

Judging & voting 
A total of 3,894 Efma members and non-
members from insurance institutions visited the 
website to vote for the standard categories by 
choosing their top three entries. This made up 50 
percent of the final score (40 percent from Efma 
members and 10 percent from non-members).

The remaining 50 percent came from the  
Awards Jury. It comprises senior insurance 
executives from around the world who 
evaluate entries based on the following  
three criteria:
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For the Insurtech and Product & 
Service Innovation categories, 
online voters and jury members 
shortlisted three innovations out 
of the nine nominees in these two 
categories. The top three nominees 
will pitch their innovations to 
participants during the online 
Awards Ceremony. Participants then 
cast their votes and the winners are 
announced. 

For the Global Innovator category, 
the Awards Jury select the winner 
from the 12 nominees identified by 
the Awards Committee.

Submission  
deadline
13 April  
(extended deadline)

19 - 28 April 

Judging & 
voting

2 May

Nominees 
announced

15 June

Online awards 
ceremony
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2022  
Judges

Luke Bills
EVP, Chief Product Officer, Liberty 
Mutual Insurance, USA

Stefano Bison
Group Head of Business Development, 
Partnerships & Innovation, 
Assicurazioni Generali, Italy 

Alex Bond 
Managing Director, FinPro,  
United Kingdom

Charles Brooks
Executive Vice President, Operations 
and Systems, Kemper Corporation, 
Chicago

Bruce Adrain
Head of Innovation Capability and
Build, Liberty Group, South Africa

Mehdi Bennani
Chief Digital Officer, Wafa Assurance, 
Morocco
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Matteo Carbone
Founder and Director, IoT Insurance 
Observatory, New York

Laura Cots Miguel
Innovation Director, Catalana 
Occidente Group, Barcelona

Walter de Oude
Founder, Singlife, Singapore

Carmen del Campo Elvira
Chief Innovation Officer, 
Mutua Madrileña, Madrid

Mack Eng
Chief Executive Officer, MSIG, 
Singapore

Ursuline Foley 
Board Member, Provident Financial 
Services (DOCOsoft), USA

Gareth Friedlander
Deputy CEO, 
Discovery Life, South Africa 

Rob Galbraith 
Founder, Forest View Insights, 
Texas

Florian Graillot
Co-founder and Partner, AstoryaVC, 
France

Wolfgang Hauner
Head of Group Data Analytics,  
Allianz SE, Munich

Denise Garth
Chief Strategy Officer, 
Majesco, Nebraska

Alberto Garuccio
Head of Ecosystem and Open 
Insurance, Reale Group, Italy
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Tomasz Raczynski
Director of Insurance Department, 
mBank S.A., Poland

Louis-Joseph Régimbal
Vice President, Strategy and 
Innovation, Beneva Insurance, 
Montreal

Daniel Riscado
Head of Center for Transformation, 
Fidelidade, Lisbon

Marcos Rodriguez-Silva
Head of Transformation,  
Zurich Insurance Company, Madrid

Cara Morton
Group CEO, Covermore, Sydney

Michael Murphy
Managing Director, New Ireland, 
Wealth & Insurance, Bank of Ireland, 
Ireland

Morten Møller Madsen
Executive Vice President, Marketing 
Digital & Communications, Codan 
Forsikring A/S, Denmark

Fran Morente
Chief Innovation Officer,  
VidaCaixa, Barcelona

Ryan Jonghoon Kim
Group Chief Digital & Marketing 
Office, FWD Group, Hong Kong

Marcin Kurczab
Head of Innovation Lab,  
PZU, Poland

Nuno Horta 
Group Innovation Manager,  
Grupo Ageas, Portugal

Dr. Robin Kiera
CEO, Digitalscouting, Hamburg
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Hashmat Rohian
Vice President & CTO, Emerging 
Business Models, The Co-operators, 
Canada

Camila Serna
SVP, Global Digital Acceleration 
Office, Chubb, New York

Larry Williams
Head of Small Business Insurance, 
USAA, Pennsylvania

Rainer Sommer
Chief Operating Officer, Generali 
Deutschland AG, Italy

Nicolò Soresina
Chief Executive Officer, Vittoria Hub, 
Italy

Enrico Tardocchi 
Head of Business Excellence 
& Customer Centricity, Europ 
Assistance, Italy

Jane Tutoki
Board Director, Sedgwick, Greater 
Tampa Bay
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Awards  
Categories

Connected Ecosystems  
& Marketplaces

Insurtech

Product & Service Innovation 

Re-imagining the Customer 
Experience

Social, Sustainable & 
Responsible

Workforce Transformation

Special Category: 
Global Innovator
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Nominees
Connected Ecoystems & Marketplaces

This category recognizes innovative practices that give rise to new business 
models, scalable end-to-end value propositions that capitalize on the power of 
partnerships and platforms. These innovations, diversification opportunities and 
ecosystems may reach beyond the traditional boundaries of insurance, and may 
be submitted by incumbents, specialized players and other new competitors. 

Innovation: ALive by AIA 
Country: Thailand

Innovation: Allianz - ICS - International  
Claims Service 
Country: Germany

Innovation: Digital Healthcare Platform (DHP)  
Country: France

Innovation: Purchase Protect 
Country: South Africa 

An ecosystem of health & wellness offerings 
orchestrated by AIA, puts community at its core by 
supporting young families and helping them lead 
healthier, longer, better lives. Addressing a crucially 
underserved market in the industry, it leverages 
multiple partners, and is the blueprint for the next 
chapter in customer engagement.

Targeting the classical handling of International 
Motor Claims (ruled under Green Card and 4th EU 
Directive) Allianz has modernized the complete 
process by introducing an end to end cloud 
solution with standard processes for every party 
including billing/payment using Smart contracts 
and Distributed Ledger Technology (Blockchain). 

DHP is creating an open healthcare ecosystem to 
improve the outcomes of their healthcare services, 
as well as enhance the patient experience. They are 
achieving this by promoting direct collaboration 
with market players. Working with Microsoft, they 
seek to  address the global healthcare crisis by 
developing a global, trusted, cloud-based and 
artificial intelligence-informed digital healthcare 
ecosystem which will be open to all. The vision is to 
move from fragmented journeys, involving multiple 
isolated health products and services, to a unified 
experience based on data interoperability and AI.

Purchase Protect uses data contextually to 
facilitates and add to the overall FNB ecosystem. 
FNB customers are offered complimentary 
insurance when using their FNB Virtual Card (a card 
housed on the FNB App with a CVV which changes 
hourly thus ensuring safety when shopping online), 
giving them more comfort when transacting within 
the ecosystem and driving use of the virtual card. 
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Innovation: Realytix Zero 
Country: Germany

Innovation: MIB Data Vault: Big Data Solution  
for a Jumbo-Sized Problem 
Country: USA

Connected Insurance & Ecosystems

Innovation: Zurich AI Store:  
Implement AI once, use many! 
Country: Germany

This next generation automated underwriting 
platform is designed for insurance businesses 
looking to scale. Customers are able launch and 
distribute new insurance products significantly 
faster, save costs and increase process efficiency.

Two industry leaders, MIB and RGA, have 
collaborated to harness the power of data for 
life insurance carriers across North America 
by creating an unprecedented data vault for 
applied-for and in-force policies. The vault’s first 
application: preventing jumbo limit violations. 

Based on its cloud AI platform with ML Ops, a 
high degree of automatisation and documented 
self service deployments, Zurich Germany 
developed an approach to share and reuse APIs 
with the whole group through an AI API store.

Innovation: Trading Complex Risks Using  
Ki’s Broker API 
Country: United Kingdom 

Ki’s Broker API allows brokers to obtain quotes 
within 30 seconds on average by directly 
integrating with their internal platforms.  
Compared to the normal transaction time of  
c.7 days this is a 20,000x improvement.

Innovation: Nationwide’s Partner Platform 
Country: USA

Nationwide has built a connected ecosystem of capabilities to support strategic partnerships and publicly 
available digital products powered by APIs. The Partner Platform has already enabled the launch of 50+ 
strategic partnerships.
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Innovation: Click-to-Protect 
Country: Singapore

Innovation: Alfred - AI HEALTH CLAIMS 
PLATFORM 
Country: India

Nominees
Insurtech

This category recognises the creation and/or application of innovative technology that 
substantially enhances the customer experience and/or develops new sources of value 
for insurers. It is reserved for insurance start-ups and spin-offs, and technology firms 
targeting the insurance industry. Innovations must be stage-one funded, have a market 
release proposition, and/or have completed a successful market proof of concept.

Innovation: Coalition’s Active Cyber Insurance 
Defends Organizations Against Digital Risk 
Country: USA

Innovation: Campaign Management System 
Country: Israel 

This AI Health Claims Platform transforms 
healthcare, health Insurance & health claims 
through an intelligent, & automated claims 
assessment platform.

Coalition’s Active Cyber Insurance product is 
designed to prevent digital risk before it strikes. 
Traditional insurance models have historically 
been created to only cover and transfer risk when 
the worst happens. Active Insurance forges a 
new insurance model by combining technology 
and traditional coverage to provide continual risk 
assessment, protection, and response to address 
risks that move at digital speed.

InFocus Systems’ Campaign Management 
System is a unique platform that enables  
users to define campaigns using predesigned 
templates and definition tables. This makes 
it easy for companies to generate sales 
campaigns in a matter of hours without the 
need for developers.

Click-to-Protect (CTP) is a white-label B2B2C 
remote diagnostics tool that uses smart 
technology to diagnose the condition of any 
smart phone - whether brand new or used. It’s 
designed for partners that sell device protection, 
and offers an engaging, real-time user journey 
that customers can easily undertake from home, 
delivering results at high speed with hyper-
accuracy - under just one test.
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Insurtech

Innovation: Homix Smart Protection  
Country: Italy

Innovation: Crash Detection & Forensics 
Country: Belgium

Innovation: nsure.ai 
Country: Israel

Innovation: Insurance Technology Appstore 
Country: USA

Innovation: Kwik.insure 
Country: Philippines

InsuranceGIG Appstore provides pre-configured, 
and already integrated tools that help solve day-
to-day challenges within the insurance industry. 
Complex API integrations are reduced to plug-
and-play widgets, while its carefully architected 
data fabric takes care of any data inconsistencies. 
To ease the burden of integrations even further, 
there are no long-term contracts, or minimum 
spend requirements.

Homix Smart Protection is a pay-per-use home theft protection product that can be activated 
along with the Enel X home alarm through the Homix app.

nSure.ai is an advanced fraud prevention 
company. Their e AI-driven platform protects 
sellers of high-risk digital domains, specifically 
prepaid, gift cards, crypto and gaming. nSure.
ai’s technology offers the ultimate chargeback 
protection, no matter the reason, and carries the 
costs of fraud so merchants don’t have to.

Kwik.insure helps customer find the right insurance 
products for their unique needs through an online 
platform and insurance advisors.

Sentiance’s Crash Detection & Forensics solution 
helps save lives and improve the insurance claims 
experience, through a faster, more efficient and 
digitally advanced process. 
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Nominees
Product & Service Innovation

In this category we recognise innovations that significantly enhance, extend or 
replace the traditional offer. This can be achieved by creating new profit pools by 
serving new customer segments or existing segments in new ways, and entering 
or creating new markets typically beyond the reach of insurance players.  

Innovation: Digital Access to Care – Your personal 
health assistant 
Country: Switzerland

Innovation: Discovery Hospital at Home 
Country: South Africa 

Innovation: Vida Viva Bradesco 
Country: Brazil

Innovation: Parametrix - cloud outage insurance 
Country: Germany

Allianz’s  AI-enabled telehealth platform provides 
medical advice as instantly and conveniently as a 
natural, friendly conversation. This gives customers 
the feeling of a personal experience, underpinned 
by the power and insight of technology. 

Discovery Hospital at Home provides an 
alternative setting of care for a range of clinically 
appropriate medical and post-surgical conditions 
that would otherwise require an admission to 
hospital for general ward level of care.

Bradesco Seguros’s new Life and Pension  
product  promises to change the perception  
of the life insurance market. Vida Viva Bradesco 
adapts to all stages of a customer’s life with 12 
unique assistance options. This makes it a life 
insurance product that not only relates to death, 
but enriching the insured’s life as well.

ELEMENT and Parametrix  have launched 
a first-of-its-kind parametric cloud outage 
insurance, designed to cover financial losses 
due to downtime of third-party IT and cloud 
infrastructure providers in Europe.
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Product & Service Innovation

Innovation: ROSIE - Robotic Operations Systems 
Innovation Employee 
Country: USA

Innovation: “3-in-1” critical illness plan 
Country: Singapore

Innovation: Flip Insurance 
Country: Australia

Innovation: FIXO 
Country: Portugal

Innovation: Preventive Anti Cyber-
bullying insurance 
Country: France

Meet ‘ROSIE’ – a digitally controlled mobile robot 
tasked with helping augment claims employee 
safety and efficiency processes. This innovative 
product makes Farmers one of the first national 
P&C insurers to deploy a robotic quadruped. 
Farmers’ robot, which is also referred to as ‘Spot’ 
by Boston Dynamics, was renamed ROSIE after 
Farmers’ employees were given the opportunity 
to submit names internally.

FWD co-created an insurance product with 
direct input from their customers. The result: 
a ‘Big 3’ product proposition covering cancer, 
heart attacks and strokes. 

Flip has created one of the world’s first episodic injury insurance products that consumers can ‘switch 
on and switch off’. This changes the relationship between insurance and consumers. Instead of the 
traditional ‘set and forget’ relationship, Flip is engaging consumers through their activities and adventures.

FIXO is a one-stop-shop for home services,  
for those who have no skills, patience, or 
willingness to take care of the house chores. 
Through a seamless and fully digital experience, 
choose the desired service, schedule, pay and 
relax, FIXO will take care of it. 

Moonshot Insurance, the leading insurtech 
in contextual insurance and Bodyguard.ai, a 
mobile application that allows to moderate 
toxic contents in a preventive way on social 
networks, join forces to answer a major 
concern: cyber-bullying.
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Nominees
Re-imagining the customer experience

Customers are a critical consideration in innovation. Here, we award 
innovations that significantly enhance the way companies engage with 
customers. These new approaches create value through, for example, 
seamless and personalized experiences across physical and/or digital 
channels, new customer management models, artificial-intelligence-driven 
advice, and innovative management of customer loyalty and satisfaction.

Innovation: Generali Smart Automation Platform 
Country: Italy

Innovation: Bank of Ireland Digital Wealth  
Advice Platform 
Country: Ireland

Innovation: Visi´Home 
Country: Spain

Innovation: Bradesco Seguros – The pioneering 
insurance group in TIK TOK 
Country: Brazil

The Generali Smart Automation Platform is 
the first platform created in collaboration with 
Generali Italia to provide automation and AI 
services to Generali countries worldwide. With 
over 35 APIs and replicable use cases, the Smart 
Automation Platform scales across companies, 
geographies and businesses, combining AI with 
traditional automation technologies to make 
processes faster and more efficient to radically 
improve customer experience.  

Bank of Ireland’s Digital Wealth Advice Platform 
is transforming how financial advice is delivered 
to customers in the market. Offering both digital 
self-serve and advisor assisted digital options, 
the platform puts the customer in control of 
their financial future and helps them to make 
better financial decisions, through a unique, 
simple, truly omni-channel platform. 

In order to reassure its beneficiaries and provide 
them with an immediate solution to the problem 
they encounter, Allianz Partners launched 
Visi’Home: a video-diagnostic service to support 
customers remotely following any event or need 
in the home.

Bradesco Seguros’ pioneering spirit is reflected 
in their debut as  the largest insurance company 
in Latin America on the Social Network. Light, 
funny and informative, the insurer’s videos that 
captivate the younger market using one of  the 
fastest growing social networks in the world.
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Customer Experience

Innovation: Insurance AI Meeting Platform 
Country: China

Innovation: VIVE FÁCIL (LIVE EASY) 
Country: Spain

Innovation: Closer to you – Confiamed´s App 
Country: Ecuador

Innovation: WohnenNext - digital home 
insurance 
Country: Austria

When Covid-19 required countries to implement 
social distancing measures, Confiamed found a 
new way to stay closer customers. The insurer 
created an app that supported customers in their 
toughest health challenges s, allowing them to 
stay closer anytime and anywhere.

Through it’s Vive Fácil platform, Mapfre is 
leveraging technology to gain insights into the 
reality of daily life for the elderly. Based on these 
insights, they are offering solutions to help their 
relatives care for them.

DONAU WohnenNext is an end-to-end online 
household insurance, which delivers the 
policy within 30 seconds, making it Austria’s 
fastest policy. Combining a state-of-the art 
digital product with the expertise of the 
DONAU sales staff, WohnenNext creates 
a whole new experience on how to sell an 
insurance policy in the 21st century.

Ping An’s AI meeting platform empowers the 
insurer to drive business development efficiently 
across digital channels, removing time and 
space limitations. This new meeting format 
unlocks new possibilities and efficiencies for 
Digital Life Insurance. 

Innovation: FWD Care: Moving Beyond Paying Claims to also Providing Care 
Country: Hong Kong

“It’s been a long time since someone talked to me this way,” FWD customer. FWD Care is redefining 
what insurers do by equipping customers with a dedicated nurse as their companion and guide as they 
navigate critical life events.
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Innovation: Aflac XR devices 
Country: Japan

Innovation: Building the most accessible 
ecosystem 
Country: France

Innovation: PROTEZIONE SOSPESA  
(SUSPENDED PROTECTION) 
Country: Italy

Innovation: AXA XL Environmental 
Sensitivities Tool 
Country: United Kingdom 

Aésio Mutuelle has taken all customers into 
account by making it easy and seamless for 
everyone (regardless of any disability) to interact 
with its web products. This is achieved through 
an accessible website (>90% accessibility score), 
internal tooling updates and an internal focus on 
culture improvement.

The translation of the old Italian tradition of Caffé 
Sospeso (Suspended coffee) into the insurance 
world to offer health protection to those that 
cannot afford it. At subscription or renewal of a 
health policy customers can pay an extra amount 
(matched by AXA) on top of their premiums to 
offer protection in favor of women victims of 
violence and their children. 

This database and mapping tool assesses 
and prioritizes environmental risks in 
Europe and the UK more consistently, 
efficiently and economically.

Aflac has developed 3D content on nursing care 
and cancer to help customers better understand 
nursing care and cancer. Using XR devices (Oculus, 
Smart Glasses), customer interest in insurance can 
be fostered. This innovation is expected to lead 
to an increase in the number of nursing care and 
cancer insurance consultations.

Nominees
Social, sustainable & responsible

Sustainability is a holistic, integrated priority that touches on many 
aspects of the insurance value chain. We celebrate innovations that 
advance Insurance’s social purpose and its commitment to being a good 
corporate citizen and a true ally of its customers.
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Social, sustainable & responsible

Innovation: AI-ESG Integrated Platform   
Country: Hong Kong

Innovation: Improving road safety with  
ANWB Safe Driving Data 
Country: Netherlands

Innovation: Vaccination Max PayBack  
Country: South Africa

Innovation: Lettlånt 
Country: Norway

In a global-first initiative to aid South Africa’s 
vaccination program, Discovery Life’s Vaccination 
Max PayBack leverages the Shared-value model 
to guarantee clients up to 100% of their first 
year’s premiums back in cash when they are fully 
vaccinated against COVID-19, while enhances their 
underwriting capabilities in the process.

This AI-enabled ESG platform facilitates insurance companies and institutional investors in furthering their 
ESG goals. For insurance companies, it offers a data collection and reporting tool for companies to better 
manage, report, and improve their ESG disclosures and performances. For institutional investors, it provides a 
comprehensive dataset that help them assess investee companies’ ESG risks and opportunities. 

Lettlånt (“Easy to borrow”) is a platform created 
to boost peer-sharing of personal goods and 
valuables and make it easy, safe and social. The 
platform will result in sustainable consumption 
and production patterns. With “Lettlånt” it is easy 
to share and cut down on buying more necessary. 

The ANWB Drive Safe program makes it possible  
for local governments to assess road safety in data-
driven way. ANWB provides behavioural insights 
that surpass and provide greater depth than 
current traffic models. This is a unique collaboration 
between local governments, commercial and 
advocacy parties in the Netherlands, formed for the 
greater good of their society. 

Innovation: AI Skin Cancer Prevention - Skin 
cancer screening using AI and mobile technology 
Country: Poland

Mobile app empowered by AI solution supports 
the process of prevention of skin cancer and for 
user offers fast self-pre-assessment of moles. In 
30 seconds, a customer can take a photo from 
the comfort of their home and receive guidelines 
of next steps.
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Nominees
Workforce Transformation

Innovation is driven by an organization’s culture. We acknowledge the 
innovative insurers that successfully bring together people, culture, 
leadership, organization and technology, enabling them to realize the full 
potential of the human and machine workplace. 

Innovation: MAP2TheNew - a new managerial 
training journey 
Country: Italy

Innovation: Agent training AI 
Country: Japan

Innovation: Project Economy 
Country: India

Innovation: Sales-Mini-Metaverse for training 
sessions with switching client characters 
Country: Germany 

Aflac has developed an agent training AI that 
records, analyzes, and evaluates role-playing results. 
During role-playing, the AI avatar reacts according 
to the conversation, thereby improving the learning 
efficiency of inexperienced agents. 

Bajaj Allianz General Insurance Co. Ltd. saw 
the pandemic as an opportunity to promote 
adaptability, quick thinking, innovation and 
collaboration in the workplace. As a result, the 
insurer introduced a new concept of internal Gig 
working within the company called - PROJECT 
ECONOMY. This  is an intervention where cross 
functional teams come together to work on a live 
business project and get recognized and rewarded 
based on the business outcome.

With Meta’s Oculus Quest 2 glasses, ERGO 
Versicherungsgruppe’s  agents can simulate 
customer conversations using several sales 
techniques and meeting different customer 
personalities through virtual reality soft-skill training. 
This advanced learning experience targets younger 
tied agents in a bid to improve sustainably their 
customer success. This training is also highly 
convenient as it starts whenever they are ready. 
The Net Promoter Score after using this tool is 
constantly high – 80 points.

MAP2theNew is a global Training & Change 
Management Program dedicated to more than 
8,000 managers and a key enabler of the Generali 
GPeople 2021 people strategy and Group cultural 
transformation process. The new journey was 
created in response to the needs and changes 
generated by the hybrid working environment.
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Workforce Transformation

Innovation: AgroLab – AI in Agricultural Claims 
Country: Poland

Innovation: One Zurich – Global Employee App 
Country: Spain

Innovation: QWorld Digital Ecosystem 
Country: Turkey

Innovation: Liberty Help Me! 
Country: Brazil

Innovation: Agile transformation in Insurance 
Country: Poland

This “Google” equivalent for the sales team  
answers key questions quickly and intuitively.  
Built with a robust process of content creation and 
validation with the involvement of 20 different areas 
of the company, it also boasts smart resources for 
research and continuous improvement.

PZU is one of the first insurers in the world to develop technology that is able to efficiently analyse claims 
caused by the consequences of bad winters, hurricanes and rain with usage of satellite imagery. The insurer’s 
AI assistant estimates damage in agro claims on the basis of satellite imagery.

Qport is the most comprehensive integrated 
marketing ecosystem of the Turkish Insurance 
industry, offering end-to-end 360-degree 
solutions to customers and agencies. In this 
ecosystem, the customers can get the service 
they want instantly and easily through their 
mobile phones, website or agency.

In one year, Nationale-Nederlanden Poland has 
successfully transformed 35% of its organization 
into an agile structure with agile practices.  
The insurer started its transformation with clear 
principles, and is now reaping the benefits.

One Zurich is the all-in-one mobile application for 
Zurich employees. This innovation overcomes the 
scattered landscape of platforms, applications, 
and sites that employees had to access to take 
care of their day-to-day - often on a desktop,  
while logged into a VPN.
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Nominees
Global Innovator

The most innovative insurer. The winner  
is the organization whose corporate vision 
commits it successfully to continuous 
innovation and transformation, to the 
development and leadership of a broad 
ecosystem of partners extending beyond 
insurance, and to the exploitation of 
emerging technologies that improve 
the experience of its customers and the 
performance of its business.
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Submitting  
your innovation  
for 2023

The Efma- Accenture Innovation in Insurance Awards  
celebrate the very best new innovations that are transforming 
our industry. Your ideas, put into action and delivering results.  
By entering the Awards in 2023, you will help promote a culture 
of innovation, gain public acclaim for your organization,  
network with other insurance executives, and be inspired  
by the creativity of your industry peers.

To learn more about the submission 
process, please contact: 

Hannah Moisand
Head of Content 
Efma 
Tel: +33 1 47 42 67 70 
hannah@efma.com

Boris Plantier
Content Manager 
Efma 
Tel: +33 1 47 42 67 69 
boris@efma.com

General queries:
innovations@efma.com
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Accenture is a global professional services 
company with leading capabilities in digital, 
cloud and security. Combining unmatched 
experience and specialized skills across more 
than 40 industries, we offer Strategy and 
Consulting, Song, Technology and Operations 
services — all powered by the world’s largest 
network of Advanced Technology and 
Intelligent Operations centers. Our 699,000 
people deliver on the promise of technology 
and human ingenuity every day, serving clients 
in more than 120 countries. We embrace the 
power of change to create value and shared 
success for our clients, people, shareholders, 
partners and communities. Visit us at  
www.accenture.com.

A global non-profit organization established in 
1971 by banks and insurance companies, Efma 
facilitates networking between financial services 
decision-makers. It provides quality insights to 
help banks and insurance companies make the 
right decisions to foster innovation and drive their 
transformation. 120+ financial groups in more than 
130 countries are Efma members. Headquartered 
in Paris. Offices in London, Brussels, Andorra, 
Milan, Bratislava, Istanbul, Dubai, Tokyo, Kuala 
Lumpur and Seoul.

http://www.accenture.com
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